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Answe r All Question

Ql/The maximum daily temper
2001 are given in the vectors below.

TNY:[3 I 26 30 33 33 39 41 41 34 33 45 42 36 39 37 45 43 36 41 37 32 32 35 42 38 33 40 37 365 I 50],6y:[37 24 28 25 21 ZB 46 37 3(r 20 24 3t 34 40 4_] 16 34 4t 42 -15 :j8 16 35 33 42 42 37 26 20 25 3tl' 
Write a program to answer the lbllowing:
A- calculate the average temperature for the month in each city.
B- How many days was the temperature below the average in each city?
C- How many days, and which dates in the month , was the temperature in Alaska higher than the

temperature in New York?
D- How many days, and which dates in the month, was the temperature the same in both cities?
E- How many days, and which dates in thc month, \\,as the tenrperature in both cities above

freezing(above 32.F)? ,\./

Q2/Theidealgasequation..lut.'@erature,andtheq,ffi
V:nRT/p

Where V is the volume in litters, P is the pressure in atm, T is the temperature in degree K, n is the
Number of moles, and R is the Gas Constant. An experiment is condr"t"d for determining the valueof the gas constant R. Inthe experiment 0.05 mol oigas is compressecl to different ioi,.;;]";^;r 

-.'--

Applying pressul'e to the gas. z\t caoh volume the pressurc antl ieurperaturc ol-thc gas is recorclctl.
Using the data given below, determine R by plotting V versus T/P, and fitting the data points with

10n.

V (L) 0.75 0.6s 0.55 0.45 0.35
T (C") 25 )l 45 56 65
P (atm) 1.63 1.96 2.37 3.00 3.96

Q3/Estimatetheenthalpyofsuperheatedsteamat480p'iuund
va are siven:\./

Enthalpy (BTU/LB)
Pressure(psia)

440
s00

600"F
1304.2
1299.1

700'F
1361 .

I 357.
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Q4/ Create the following matrix A:
A:16 43 2 ll 87;12 6 34 0 5;34 18 7 41 9l

Use the matrix A to:
a) Create a five-element row vector named va that contains the elements of the second row of A.
b) Create a three-element row vector named vb that contains the elements of the fourth

column of A.
c) Create a ten-element row vector named vc that contains the elements of the first and second rows of A.
d) Create a six-element row vector named vd that contains the elements of the second and fifth columns

of A.

(20 MARK)



a)

b)

( a or b ) from the following:

Write a program (using the plotting) that determines the roots of the e

15x3 -68x2 +95x -47:o
Write a program to solving of equations by two ways.

8x - 3y +22:20
4x-lly -z:33
(rx +3y l2'r,:35

Good Luck
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